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Chapter 1 The Age of the
Customer

Customer relationship marketing (CRM) isn’t merely about the imple-
mentation of a tactical marketing plan. A true customer-centric business
strategy requires a fundamental shift in the organization’s framework—
its leadership, its priorities, its processes, even its culture. These changes
result in a new paradigm for the company’s goals, its customers’ expect-
ations, and its trajectory for the future. The force behind this shift is the
state of today’s consumer marketplace, which can be characterized as the
age of the customer.

Think back to the brand revolution of the 1950s, when the advent of
national television broadcasting created coast-to-coast demand and brand
recognition. The companies that had the vision and resources to seize the
opportunity and take their brands nationwide were the clear winners.
Brands like Tide and Chevrolet became household names across the
country, triumphing over smaller companies that faded away in their
wake during the age of the brand.
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The channel revolution was symbolic of the 1990s and early 2000s.
It exploded when online marketers like Amazon and eBay changed the
meaning of “going shopping” by making Internet purchasing common-
place. And GEICO, a proven insurance industry innovator, managed to
shift the buying norm by introducing consumers to a whole new way to
shop for insurance. Today, 13.1 percent of Americans are considered
digital natives,1 having never known a time when the world was not at
their fingertips. The result of this way of life is an unfathomable amount of
data that can either overwhelm marketers or help them increase their
customer knowledge and drive strong relationships.

During the age of the channel, marketers like Capital One and GEICO
pioneered the use of individual-level data and analytics to target and
personalize direct marketing efforts that drove new customer acquisition
and strengthened customer relationships. The innovative application of
analytics on valuable first-party data (owned customer information) and
third-party data (acquired from data providers) within direct mail and
telemarketing (the addressable media of the day) resulted in massive scale
and efficiencies. These one-to-one trailblazers recognized the market
opportunity of the moment, and like Tide and Chevrolet before them,
they capitalized on it. They used a strategy of addressability at scale to
gain enormous market share in highly competitive markets.

Today, we’re facing another moment-in-time opportunity to harness
the power of addressability at scale. Simply defined, this refers to the
application of data and analytics to drive highly efficient, individual-
level targeting and personalized experiences to consumers—and doing
it at massive scale. It is now the age of the customer, where consumers
are empowered with the tools to make their own purchase decisions—
and they know how to use them. The gateway to competitive domi-
nance lies in the addressable audience platforms that are being created
for the “always-on consumer,” who engages with brands through
digital media and channels, across multiple screens and platforms,
24/7. Leading third-party providers are scaling their platforms to
deliver the experiences consumers seek, while creating an addressable
marketing stage for advertisers. Some of these are household names,
such as AOL, Facebook, and Twitter, providing tools for advertisers to

1 www.nbcnews.com/id/53255563/ns/technology_and_science-science/t/digital-natives-
most-least-wired-countries-revealed/#.VQimiGR4pEE.
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reach their logged-in users. Others, like Rubicon Project and App-
Nexus, are little known technology players that are leveraging their
place in the ad delivery ecosystem to create addressable experiences
across an open web of thousands of publishers. The competition for
advertising dollars among the major platform players is driving
increased targeting, tracking, and content capabilities that continually
enhance the opportunity for the marketer to implement addressable
consumer experiences.

The opportunity for efficiency and scale within the addressable audi-
ence platforms dwarfs that of the aforementioned offline direct marketing
opportunity of the channel age. In our opinion, it is poised to generate
many times the value for those companies willing to take first-mover
advantage. Further, due to the increased complexity of leveraging data
and analytics in today’s digital world, addressability at scale will create
more enduring competitive power for those leaders.

CREATING COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE THROUGH THE DIGITAL
AUDIENCE PLATFORMS

The opportunity for brands to create competitive advantage rests squarely
on their ability to achieve addressability at scale. Addressability at scale
is enabled through the application of data and analytics to the digital
audience platform marketplace that is now at massive scale. And CRM
is all about using addressability to increase the targetability, relevance,
and measurement of marketing impressions and experiences across the
customer lifecycle, in all channels and media, both online and offline.

Consumers are changing every day in the ways they interact with
brands—shifting their media consumption patterns and decision pro-
cesses. We have observed three prominent macro trends emerging from
these changing behaviors, which are driving the market toward more
individualized interactions. The first is the scaling of digital media; the
second is the proliferation and penetration of social media; and the third is
the multiscreen, always-on mobile population. We will delve more deeply
into these trends in Chapter 4, but it’s important to note that, as they
continue to increase in scale, so will our capacity for addressability—and
our commitment to customer centricity and individualized digital expe-
riences across media and channels.

The Age of the Customer 3
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Over the time period of 2010 to 2014, we’ve seen a marked downward
shift in the consumption of traditional media such as radio and print; at
the same time, consumers have drastically increased the number of hours
spent on digital media, social in particular, with an increase from about
52 minutes a day to nearly 90.2 In 2010 Google didn’t have a social media
capability, and today, 540 million people have accounts on Google+.3

Pinterest is a 300-person company, and one in every four women in the
United States is using it on a weekly basis . . . incredible.4

Mobile is scaling, too. Today, we’ve hit an inflection point, where mobile
Internet use is actually eclipsing desktop use.5Whowould have thought that
wouldhappen so fast? So the shift is on fromtraditionalmedia tonewmedia.
Andmarketers are trying to leverage the use of data tofigure out towhom—

and how—they should offer individualized digital experiences. Advertisers
in particular are shifting their dollars into this effort. In response to massive
consumer migration to digital, brands are scaling their mobile and social
media advertising budgets across formats such as native and video.

All of this digital interaction is creating a tremendous amount of data.
Each day, 182 billion emails are sent.6 Each month, 70 billion pieces of
content are shared on Facebook.7 As Google Executive Chairman Eric
Schmidt observed, “There were five exabytes (5 million terabytes) of
information created from the dawn of civilization to 2003, but that much
information is now created every two days, and the pace is increasing.”
For one of our top clients, we manage a single database that contains over
8 billion page views andmore than 24 terabytes of data for a single brand.

The exhaust coming from all of this digital movement is data. Lots of it.
And it’s scaling quickly.

2 GfK, “MultiMedia Mentor” as cited by Interactive Advertising Bureau, “45Million
Reasons and Counting to Check Out the New Fronts” conducted in partnership with
GfK, April 29, 2013; and Experian, “ExperianMarketing Services Reveals 27 Percent
of Time Spent Online Is on Social Networking,” press release, April 16, 2013.
3 Ken Yeung, “Two Years Later, Google+ Is Growing, with 540m Active Users
Worldwide, 1.5b Photos Uploaded Each Week,” The Next Web, Inc. (blog), October
29, 2013.
4 Leslie Meredith, “What Pinterest Reveals about Women,” The Christian Science
Monitor (blog), February 22, 2013.
5 Tom Standage, “In 2013 the Internet Will Become a Mostly Mobile Medium. Who
Will Be the Winners and Losers?” The Economist, January 18, 2013.
6 Sara Radicati and Justin Levenstein, “Email Market, 2013–2017,” The Radicati
Group, Inc., November 2013.
7 Statistic Brain, “Social Networking Statistics,” January 1, 2014.

4 The Rise of the Platform Marketer
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To consider addressability in the context of this much data is overwhelm-
ing. It simply can’t be achieved through traditional methods. Not only is the
overall digital media marketplace going to be $61 billion by 2017,8 but a
significant portion of digital media today is, in fact, being bought program-
matically, meaning through an automated approach that uses technology to
select audiences based on data and analytic insights. Real-time bidding on
media is actually going to reach $10.5 billion by 2017,9 growing more
than 50 percent. And we estimate custom audiences, or “identified address-
ability,” to reach the$8billionmarkby that time. So the shift is towarddigital
but to the individual addressability opportunity within digital as well. As
marketers, we’re trying to build strategies for first-party and third-party data
to aggregate that information so that we can apply analytics to it and deploy
on this abundance of digital platforms. Brands—and the marketers charged
with driving their growth—cannot keep up with this pace without continu-
ally upskilling themselves to capitalize on the massive opportunity. You will
make swift progress or you will fall by the wayside while other companies—
and other marketing executives with them—pass you by.

The power of addressability to create competitive advantage, both for
the organization and for the marketer, has been proven by history. To set
up some context, it is meaningful to consider its roots, which are
surprisingly deep. We observe, in general, two distinct eras of address-
ability at scale (see Figure 1.1). Each possesses three common criteria
of scale and effectiveness to drive superior performance. The first is
individual-level addressability, which goes beyond broad segments, dem-
ographics, or panel-level data to reach individuals directly. The second is
that the addressable platforms must have massive reach. And third, you
must be able to deliver via immersive formats; meaning media and
channels that are accessible by the general population. We have found
that marketers who tap into the opportunity presented by these three
factors have outpaced market growth rates by two to three times and have
enjoyed competitive advantage for a sustained period.

With “addressability at scale 1.0,” the individual-level addressability
factorswere limitedmostly to name and address—and later phone number.
The primary addressable platform at scale was the United States Postal

8
“US Total Media Ad Spend Inches Up, Pushed by Digital Read More,” eMarketer

Daily, August 22, 2013.
9 KateMaddox,“Real-timeBiddingPushesDisplayAdvertising toDouble-digitGrowth,”
AdAge BtoB, November 18, 2013.

The Age of the Customer 5
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Service (USPS), whose reach was basically 100 percent of the nation’s
households. The directmail format allowed for the useof imagery and long-
form content in a manner that was highly immersive. There were many
different engagement tools that could be delivered on the platform, from
direct mail to catalogs. The USPS and third-party providers offered solu-
tions and standards that helped us optimize on the platform, like National
Change of Address (NCOA), Delivery Sequence File (DSF), and numerous
proprietary tools. Companies figured out how to take both first- and third-
party data, deploy analytics to that data, and leverage it using those tools.
We became (or hired) experts who lived and breathed the nuances of the
USPS platform. We used a framework to help brands create competitive
differentiation. For all practical purposes, this was the start of addressabil-
ity at scale.We helped our clients figure out how to segment their customers
and create experiences for them using addressability. We helped them
optimize the performance of their marketing programs through accurate
measurement. We built technology structures to implement those pro-
grams. And effectively, we helped them organize their businesses around
the opportunity of addressability at scale.

FIGURE 1.1 Drivers of Scale and Effectiveness

6 The Rise of the Platform Marketer
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Companies like Capital One, GEICO, and DirecTV were actually exe-
cuting addressable strategies, just with a different framework than today’s.
The winners made marketing advancements like we had never seen before.
Capital One, for example, had hundreds of people associated with its
database marketing and addressability at scale functions. The company
emerged as a clear market leader during the time period of 1995 to 2005
because of its strength in leveraging the USPS platform at scale.

Ifwe look at the big picture, addressability at scale 2.0 hasmanyparallels
to 1.0, except they exist in an increasingly digital realm. We still have
individual-level addressability; it has just expanded into new forms. Now
we’re dealing not only with name, address, and phone, but with cookies,
mobile device IDs, and social IDs. We have seen the digital audience
platforms scale to massive reach with immersive formats in site, search,
display, and social media, with new channels such as addressable TV
emerging. They are providing us with countless different toolsets and
targeting products that we can use to optimize on their platforms. Google
alone has given us an integrated addressable platform, inclusive of its own
ad network, exchange, server, and, of course, search platform, that delivers
addressable experiences across devices and formats, such as YouTube. For
Facebook, targeting products include the Facebook Exchange (FBX) and
Custom Audiences, which can be optimized through a number of certified
third-party partner toolsets. For Twitter, it’s products like tailored audi-
ences, keyword targeting, and TV conversation targeting, in which audi-
ences can be purchased directly or through third-party partner toolsets.
Numerous unexpected players, includingAmazon, eBay, and evenWalmart,
are following close behind with their own similar offerings. And these
behemoth audience platforms have spawned a massive ecosystem of adver-
tising technology, or “ad tech” companies to supply data, targeting, and
measurement tools intended to support or enhance addressability. One
need only glance at a LUMAscape10 infographic to imagine the number
and complexity of these tools. There are literally thousands of companies
that are developing technologies to help us optimize on these platforms.

So, the crucial question is: who is going to take advantage of address-
ability at scale in 2.0? The opportunity is there, but most of the market is
constrained in its ability to scale its addressable spend to make a signifi-
cant impact. Our belief is that there will be noteworthy winners and

10 www.lumapartners.com/resource-center/.
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losers. Most marketers who are moving their brand spend into more
direct, measurable media tools, such as programmatic, performance-
based, and direct response, are still working through the traditional
marketing funnel. That funnel is narrow, with awareness at the top
and little to no addressability. They end up spending marketing resources
to contact people they don’t know. And often, adverse selection is a
problem, where people who don’t have a high value potential are the ones
cascading down the funnel. This, in turn, presents a targeting dilemma:
a small audience of people who can ultimately be converted, wasted
remarketing dollars, and a generally less valuable client base. It’s only at
the bottom of the funnel, after the restricted universe of converted
customers comes out, that marketers can have insights about the out-
comes of their marketing tactics. The result is a very inefficient funnel
that’s simply not scalable—all because you started out with no address-
ability at the top.

Historically, even in the most direct-response-focused industries, bud-
gets have been heavily concentrated on the upper and lower parts of the
funnel. One insurance advertiser we know spends more than $700million
in media, with more than 70 percent of that budget going into top-
of-funnel tactics, such as television, print, sponsorships, and guaranteed
display. This advertiser also spends more than $200 million a year at the
very bottom of the funnel on things like branded search, aggregators,
ecommerce, and call center experience. All told, this advertiser spends less
than 15 percent of its combined consumer budget in the mid-funnel,
where consumers actually consider, engage with, and decide which
products they will buy from which brand. We call this the “cinched
belt” phenomenon. Spend is fat at the top and bottom but cinched tight in
the middle. The reason for this has not been a lack of desire to spend more
in this area. This insurance marketer would love to find a way to
productively spend another $100 million in the mid-funnel.

Until recently, lack of addressability has been the primary constraint to
spending in the mid-funnel. Once broad awareness and share of voice
were established, little could be done to engage with individual consumers
as they moved through consideration and into decision. Direct mail was
used to target individuals whom we believed were in-market, but that
medium is now in decline. Email and display were used to relentlessly and
impersonally retarget with diminishing returns. Once these tactics were
maxed out, marketers were out of ideas for how to stay engaged with

8 The Rise of the Platform Marketer
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consumers through the buying process. So they saved their dollars to
really unload on the consumer once they typed the brand name into
Google or appeared on the site.

Enter the addressable consumer experience. Now the advertiser can
take advantage of increased addressability to drive more targeted, timely
interactions with the consumer through the key moments of the cycle.
A single consumer can be engaged with an individually targeted message
in the Facebook newsfeed, receive a personalized offer on the landing
page, get remarketed with a relevant search ad, and receive follow-up via
an outbound call—all with a singular brand voice and highly engaging
content throughout.

Essentially,we canwiden the funnel andplace addressability at scale at the
top by using data and analytics to target and maximize spend against high-
value customers and prospects from the outset. First- and third-party
audience platforms are enabling not just targeting but delivery of immersive,
highly branded content, such as native and video, across devices. Thismeans
the traditional separationbetween right-brainand left-brain thinkingaround
brand versus performance falls away, leaving a more powerful, integrated
approach. And there is a cascading effect all the way down the funnel.

Advertisers now have the opportunity to expand the boundaries of the
mid-funnel. In effect, if one equates the mid-funnel with the space between
mass media awareness and the ecommerce transaction, the marketer’s
definition of the mid-funnel must expand dramatically, eating into the
traditional boundaries of the upper and lower portions of the funnel.

At the upper end, fewer dollars will be allocated to untargeted messag-
ing through things like national television, and more dollars will be
allocated into addressable, programmatic tactics meant to drive consid-
eration through relevance, such as addressable TV and programmatic
video. At the bottom end, things like A/B testing and offer optimization
will get pulled up into the mid-funnel as tactics integrated into the rest of
the addressable experience. In essence, addressable and accountable
spending has won most of the budget, which is what most advertisers
have been seeking. That insurance marketer can now let that belt out
several notches, and overall return on ad spend has increased.

This shift will drive greater returns but will require some fundamental
changes to both organizations and external supply chains. The expansion
of the mid-funnel boundaries requires re-organization of internal func-
tions for most marketers. “Brand” functions that own domain over

The Age of the Customer 9
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certain media like display and social from direct marketing organizations
no longer make sense. Organization around media (having separate
owners for search, email and display) should be questioned.

Similarly, externalmarketing supplychainswithdisconnectedcomponents
where multiple tech platforms and agencies attempt to deliver the integrated
mid-funnel in silos will create complexity and insurmountable barriers to the
addressable experience. Consolidating the supply chain to fewer, more
vertically integrated suppliers and platforms will become the norm.

The knowledge and insights gained as the audience travels through the
funnel extends down into the channel, creating a larger universe of people
who can now be brought into the funnel and are more likely to convert
(Figure 1.2). This ultimately reduces the targeting dilemma, and this is
how we scale. The result is more productive customer marketing, charac-
terized by greater conversion rates.More knowledgemeans more targeted
remarketing efforts. More efficient targeting, greater conversion, and
more effective remarketing; they all lead to a richer customer portfolio.

Our experience has proven this—in a bigway—time and time again.Our
clients have been able to increase their addressable impressions by more
than 400 percent. In many cases, they have increased their addressable
media spend by over 300 percent. Cost of leads and cost of conversions
have decreased by asmuch as 30 and 40percent, respectively.Wehave seen
remarketing pools increase more than 500 percent. Average lifetime value
of acquired customers has increased by more than 60 percent. And these
results aren’t atypical. They are commonly seen among our clients who
take this opportunity seriously. Imagine the competitive advantage over
those brands that don’t.

THE MECHANICS OF ADDRESSABILITY AT SCALE

Digital Addressability

Digital addressability involves the use of customer data, whether it is
anonymous or identified. Figure 1.3 depicts the addressability spectrum,
in which anonymous individuals move to partially identified and identi-
fied status over time, as the customer relationship expands and data is
being collected. And as both the level of knowledge and the level of
identification increase, so does the value of the customer.

10 The Rise of the Platform Marketer
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FIGURE 1.2 The Evolving Marketing Funnel
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FIGURE 1.2 (Continued )

12 The Rise of the Platform Marketer
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Ultimately, the objective is to drive as much content as possible to that
most valuable quadrant, where you have as much information on an
identified customer as possible. But even in the far right lower quadrant,
you will see that, as long as you have individual-level data, you can still
drive a lot of value from anonymous consumers.

THE DIGITAL AUDIENCE PLATFORMS

What is enabling that coveted addressability at scale opportunity at the
top of the funnel and continuing throughout the funnel, is the growing
number and variety of digital audience platforms, which impact the
entire funnel. There is an ecosystem in play (Figure 1.4), in which all
the members are contributors and benefactors. The consumer wants the
speed, relevance, and convenience of digital delivery. The marketer
wants high-value customers and prospects. The publisher wants to
monetize its audiences. And the platforms themselves are what facilitate
the addressability at scale.

FIGURE 1.3 Addressability Spectrum

The Age of the Customer 13
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Historically, marketing planning was focused on which publications
would drive performance. As advertisers, the way we bought media was
by studying syndicated research panels to determine our targeting dem-
ographics, then we went to media publishers to buy our spots, many
weeks, even months, in advance. Today, because of digital addressability,
our planning is audience based. Where we used to think of quarterly or
even annual cycles, we’re now using new technologies that are connected
to large-scale publishers to carry out individual-level targeting in real time.
It’s less about the up-front plan andmore about the ongoing optimization.

If we consider the marketplace and how addressability at scale has
evolved from a media perspective, we might look back to the mid-1990s,
whenwe had large audiences who either fit the broad demographics of our
target audience, or they didn’t see our advertisements (Figure 1.5). Then,
in themid-2000s, wemoved to amore contextual, or cohort-based, digital
marketing approach, where brands were aggregating audiences of specific
interests, and we decided whether those were the interests of our customers

FIGURE 1.4 Addressability at Scale Ecosystem

14 The Rise of the Platform Marketer
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or not. A few short years ago, we began to realize there would be value in
anonymous customer data. So ad exchanges were developed, and we had
the opportunity through those exchanges to use anonymous, individual-
level data for targeting.

Now, these audienceplatformsare creating theopportunityof individual-
level targeting, whether anonymous, partially identified, or identified. We
define an audience platform as a technology that enables automated, real-
time delivery of targeted, personalized experiences to individuals (known
and anonymous) at scale utilizing first-party data. One such platform is
Facebook andCustomAudiences, where you can take an email address and
send it to Facebook andmatch up to 170million people in theUnited States.
Another is Twitter, which has been moving forward from cookie-based
toward addressable individual-level information as a connection point.
Even Google is starting to move its search toward linking to advertisers’
first-party data environment to make search ads perform better.

There aremanydifferentmethods of addressable targeting, such as direct
name-and-address match, real-time bidding in the exchanges, intent-based
targeting through search platforms, or segment-based targeting coming
from other social media companies. Most of these didn’t even exist four

FIGURE 1.5 Evolving PlatformMarketplace
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years ago. The change is happening fast. Most of the different types of
digital audience platforms and addressable targeting opportunities didn’t
exist at all, even four years ago.

And it’s happening across devices—PC, mobile, and tablet. It’s also
happening in search. Many of our clients think of search and say, “Oh,
we’ve been in that space for many years; our plan is workingwell there.” But
there has been so much movement in search that they missed while their
programs were on auto-pilot. It moved from traditional keyword targeting
into different device-based search. And the format is diversifying to include
features likevideoadsandclick-to-call. It’s nowmoving into integratedmedia
and targeting,whereyoucanactually load thedata thatyou’re collectingback
into the platform and begin bidding on media that you would never have in
the past, because you now have insights about those consumers.

New audience platforms have begun to arise from unexpected publishers
(Figure 1.6).Amazon is now in the space, building amediabusiness that has
already reached the $1 billion mark.11 Even Walmart has recently entered
the media business, debuting its own digital marketing platform. And this
phenomenon will continue to expand as more and more companies gain
these very valuable first-party data assets and look for ways to create new
monetization streams. It’s just going to increase the opportunity for us all.

To illustrate how dramatically the marketplace is changing, we only
need to think back a couple of years. Merkle works with many of the
major addressable audience platforms, and we used to suggest that we
take their user profile data and combine it with our clients’ first- and third-
party personally identifiable information (PII). We knew the tremendous
potential of analyzing the combined data to determine its value for more
robust targeting. The idea met with great resistance from these publishers,
who weren’t ready to loosen control on their profile data.

But here we are today, with rapid proliferation of addressability, and
the use of first-party data on these platforms is the fastest-growing piece of
their media business. We’re also seeing the rapid build-out of highly
integrated tech stacks that enable a lot of this addressability within the
publisher platforms. As excited as we were about the prospect of bringing
this data together, nobody could have predicted how quickly it would
evolve or how broadly it would proliferate.

11 Alistair Barr and Jennifer Saba, “Analysis: Sleeping Ad Giant Amazon Finally Stirs,”
Reuters.com, April 24, 2013.

16 The Rise of the Platform Marketer
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FIGURE 1.6 The Audience Platforms

The Age of the Customer 17
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Whether you’re trying to take advantage of the opportunity from the
advertising and sales perspective of a publisher or the targeting and
reach perspective of an advertiser, it’s really hard to keep pace with
what’s happening. A lot of people think that the targeting is isolated
within the audience platforms, as if it’s just happening within Facebook
or within Google or within Twitter, which have reached scale in and of
themselves. But these publishers are all working to extend their ability to
reach users off network, which will result in even more massive scale, the
likes of which we would never have been able to comprehend before
today. They havemade some strategic acquisitions, for example: Facebook
withAtlas’ ad server technology;GooglewithDart,DoubleClick, andother
tools that enable a single view of the consumer; LinkedIn with Bizo’s
business audience marketing technology; AOL with marketing optimiza-
tion platformConvertro; andTwitterwithmobile exchangeMoPub. These
expansions allow the publishers to reach beyond their native environments
and start leveraging first-party data to create audience extension networks
that enable targeting across a wider landscape outside their platforms.
It creates incredible opportunity for addressability at scale, not only for
ad targeting but for delivery of rich, meaningful content across devices.
The capabilities that the big publishers are creating for first-party data
are great within their networks, but they create “walled gardens” that
make cross-platform audience management very complex. The “Big 5”
publishers—Facebook, Google, Twitter, AOL, and Yahoo!—know this
and are adjusting their product and technology strategies accordingly
(some more than others).

Today’s ever-expanding and highly dynamic digital audience platforms
are enablingmarketers to scale addressability to unprecedented levels andat
record speed. The opportunity is massive, and it’s here now, creating a rare
opening for brands to seize competitive advantage. It is rapidly changing the
marketer’s ability to manage the marketing funnel more efficiently and
effectively. Taking advantage of this will require a new set of skills, business
processes, capabilities and operating models, giving rise to a new breed of
marketerwho has the competencies tomaster and implement the integrated
data management, technological and execution capabilities, and establish
the operating model needed to leverage addressability at scale. This mar-
keter has a deep understanding of CRM principles yet has the knowledge
and innovative forethought to thrive in the world of digital audience
platforms. We call this new persona The Platform Marketer.

18 The Rise of the Platform Marketer
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THE COMPETENCIES

The Platform Marketer embodies the collective competencies needed to
successfully exploit addressability at scale. ThoseUSPS-based competencies
that worked in the past were very different fromwhat’s required today. To
take advantage of the opportunity, new competencies will be required. To
succeed as amarketer (and as anorganization), youmust hone your skills in
data, analytics, and audience experience to drive digital performance.
You’ll need to be a marketing technologist and an expert on the new
audience platforms. You’ll need to know how to create personalized
individual consumer experiences across a multitude of customer touch-
points. You’ll have to deal with the privacy and compliance hurdles that we
face as marketers today. And you must understand measurement and
attribution in a much more sophisticated way than you have ever under-
stood it. The brands that leverage these competencies on addressable
audience platforms are going to have the greatest opportunity for competi-
tive advantage.

Nine essential competencies lie at the core of platform marketing
success: identity management; audience management; consumer privacy
and compliance; media optimization; channel optimization; experience
design and creation; platform utilization; measurement and attribution;
and the technology stack. We have designated a chapter for each of these
competencies, as well as the organizational requirements for planning and
implementing them. But first, we’ll discuss the advent and evolution of the
ad tech ecosystem and the digital trends that are driving this new persona.
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Chapter 2 The Ad Tech
Ecosystem

Special Contributor: Anudit Vikram

We take the Internet for granted. Today we simply assume that any
information we may be looking for—an article to read, an article of
clothing to wear, a vacation to plan, just about anything—can be found
on the Internet. As a matter of fact, many of the details in this chapter
have been researched on the Internet. We also assume that most, if not
all, of the information we seek and find will be available to us for free.
And the reason why we get what we want for free is because publishers
that make the content available place advertisements on their pages.
These ads help the publishers generate money that allows them to create
the content we consume. The systems and processes that play a role in
the ad being shown to us comprise the advertising technology (ad tech)
ecosystem, which it’s not a stretch to say is the major contributor to the
ubiquity of the Internet.

21
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ADVERTISING IS AS OLD AS TIME ITSELF

TheancientEgyptians carvedpublicnotices in stoneas far backas2000B.C.
In 1472, the first print ad was created in England announcing a prayer
book for sale. Product branding came into being with the copy developed
for Dentrifice Tooth Gel in 1661. The birth of the automobile gave rise to
the billboard in 1835, and the first electric signwent up in Times Square in
1882. Radio advertising began in the 1920s and the first TV commercial
ran in 1941.1

In this 4,000-year journey, more than 500 years after the beginning of
modern advertising and almost 50 years after the advent of TV ads, we
saw the beginning of the digital advertising revolution. In 1994, magazine
site, Hotwired, launched the first banner ad from AT&T, Sprint, and
some others—and we haven’t looked back since.

DIGITAL ADVERTISING IS CATCHING UP FAST

In 2013, approximately one quarter of all advertising dollars in the United
Stateswere spentondigital advertising.2Clocking inat $42.8billion,3digital
ad revenues amount to approximately $11.4 billion more than newspapers
and magazines combined. It is 57 percent of what was spent on TV
advertising ($74.5 billion), but after giving TV a 50-year head start, digital
marketing revenues are expected to reach $74.1 billion in 2017, catching up
with TV ($75.98 billion).4 The worldwide market for digital advertising,
according to PricewaterhouseCoopers, will reach $185 billion by 2017.5

BUT WHAT REALLY IS THIS AD TECH ECOSYSTEM, AND HOW
DID IT COME ABOUT?

Powering these billions of dollars are the intricate advertising technology
systems that live within the broader technology ecosystem. These tech-
nologies are required because advertising on the Internet is a completely
different game than any other kind of advertising we have known

1 http://mashable.com/2011/12/26/history-advertising/.
2 www.iab.net/media/file/IAB_Internet_Advertising_Revenue_Report_FY_2013.pdf.
3 Ibid.
4 www.emarketer.com/Article/Total-US-Ad-Spending-See-Largest-Increase-Since-2004/
1010982.
5 www.pwc.com/outlook.
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heretofore.While the Internet gives us access to an unlimited audience at
a global scale, this audience is also extremely fragmented. Gone are the
old methods of advertising based on magazine readership or TV
viewership. The consumers browsing the Internet are more indepen-
dent, more unique, and have the ability to instantly leave their engage-
ment with the advertiser by browsing away from the platforms onwhich
the advertiser is displaying an ad to them. But this very same fickle
audience is also very responsive if engaged properly, and their respon-
siveness can be measured. Today, we are able to break down consumers
to the individual level and run campaigns targeted specifically to them.
We can further analyze exactly what is working and what is not and
take remedial actions appropriately. This segmentation, targeting, and
measurement of our digital advertising spend is enabled by the ad tech
ecosystem.

THE BIG PICTURE

Before we get to the details of this ecosystem, let us start by looking at the
big picture. Terence Kawaja, founder and CEO of LUMA Partners LLC,
gave a presentation in 2010, where he presented the slide shown in
Figure 2.1.6

As you can see, it is a complex web of technologies that plays a role in
getting the right ad in front of you. To better understand exactly what role
these technologies play and how they play them, let us look at what
happens when you access a digital property.

Let’s say that youwere on the Internet one evening looking to buy a new
laptop. You browsed some websites, searched for laptops and studied a
few, even put one in your cart at Amazon. But you got distracted before
you finished a purchase and went to sleep. The next day, you wake up to
check the news and notice that there is an ad from Amazon among the
headlines on the website. This ad shows you laptops and maybe even the
exact same laptop you had abandoned in your cart. How did this happen?
How did Amazon know you would be at this website and manage to buy
an ad space there showing you the exact same laptop you had been
looking at just a few hours ago? An intricate dance using members of the

6 Picture source at: www.lumapartners.com/lumascapes/display-ad-tech-lumascape/.
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chart in Figure 2.1 was responsible for you seeing what you saw.
Figure 2.2 depicts how it plays out.

When you browse a website (1), the site’s web server returns a bunch of
code (2) telling the browser what to display. Within this code is a link,
known as an ad tag. In its simplest form, the ad tag points to the publisher’s
ad server (3), which looks inside itself to decidewhat ad to show. The server
then returns that ad to the browser (4) for you to see, and the process ends
(wewill ignore the third-party buyerad server call for now).Butmore likely,
the publisher’s ad server returns some code that points to what is called a
supply-side platform (SSP) (5). The browser now calls the SSP (6), which
then starts what is called an auction on its own side (7), reaching out to and
requesting bids from a number of demand sources. These demand sources
could be demand-side platforms (DSP) and/or ad networks (8). The DSPs
and ad networks look within their own sets of buyer relationships to find
which ad theywant to show to the user and howmuch theywant to pay for
it. DSPs may run another auction on their side (9) to decide the most
relevant ad and bid. TheDSPs and ad networks then submit a bid (10) back
to the SSP. The SSP executes an auction to find the highest-paying ad

FIGURE 2.1 The Display LUMAscape
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(11) and passes it back to the browser (12). The code passed back to the
browser essentially functions as a redirect, and the browser now calls the
winningDSPdirectly (13). TheDSP sendsback the code containing the ad it
wants to show (14). The code is a redirect to themarketer’s ad server and the
browser then calls the ad server (15). The ad server returns the actual
creative and the ad is shown (16).

UNDERSTANDING THE PLAYERS

Now that we have seen how this all plays out, let’s look at each of the
pieces of the puzzle in a little more detail. From a user-centric viewpoint,
the first interaction with the ad tech ecosystem comes at the publisher site.

A publisher is any business, individual, or organization that prepares
and issues or delivers content to an audience. Publishers may not actually
create all the content. Some websites or online magazines, for example,

FIGURE 2.2 Anatomy of an Ad Call
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buy content from elsewhere for publishing. In many cases, the pub-
lisher acts as a host, or medium, for the content, and there are many
cases where advertising is placed around that content.7 Examples of
publishers are entities like Gannett and Hearst; known brands like
NBC, CNN, and CBS; and portals such as Yahoo!, MSN, and AOL.
These publishers create their own content or syndicate it from others to
present to users coming to their sites. Social sites such as Facebook,
Twitter, Pinterest, and LinkedIn are examples of publishers where
content is generated by the users who visit these sites. The business
model that generates revenue through the placement of ads is the
genesis of the ad tech ecosystem.

While the user may not explicitly see it, the next piece of the ecosystem
that he or she touches is the ad server.

An ad server is a web-based tool used by publishers, networks, and
advertisers to help with ad management, campaign management, and ad
trafficking. An ad server also provides reporting on ads served on the
website. Finally, an ad server serves the creative side; this means that the
ad server or ad serving company also delivers the ad to each user’s
browser.8 As you would have noted in the diagram in Figure 2.2 and
the description in the prior section, there are two types of ad servers: a
publisher (or seller) side ad server and amarketer (or buyer) side ad server.

Publisher ad servers like DoubleClick for Publishers (DFP) or Open Ad
Stream (OAS) are systems that work on behalf of a publisher. They help
publishers manage their advertising campaigns and report on them,
allowing publishers to generate and recognize revenue from their web
properties. DoubleClick for Advertisers (DFA), now called DoubleClick
Campaign Manager (DCM), Atlas, MediaPlex, and Sizmek are examples
of advertiser ad servers. They host and serve the creative treatments that
advertisers want to show their users and are the systems that the
advertisers use as the source of truth when it comes to billing and financial
aspects of their media transactions with publishers.

The crux of the workflow is this: The advertiser’s ad from the advertiser
ad server is being shown to the user on a publisher site via the publisher ad
server. But this simple flow has a very complex middle layer with players
that include ad networks.

7 www.quora.com/What-is-an-online-publisher-What-is-a-content-provider.
8 www.zedo.com/what-is-ad-server/.
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Ad networks arose because the supply and demand equation on the
Internet is not as easily quantifiable as in other media. With newspapers
and magazines you know exactly how many copies you have printed and
your circulation reach, and thus you can estimate how many times you
will expose a certain ad. With TV, you know the population of the area in
which your programs are broadcasting, and thus you can predict the
potential number of people who might view a certain ad. But when it
comes to the Internet two complications come into play.

From the seller (publisher) side, traffic to the websites is not a constant.
Depending on amyriad of factors, the samewebsitemay see a few users one
day and many more the next. (As an example, a weather website may see
minimal traffic when the weather is normal and stable and then a deluge of
users visit if a storm suddenly hits or weather advisories are issued). This
means that publishers will likely end upwith instances when the number of
ads theyhave sold is less than the traffic they see on their sites and, thus, they
lose out on potential revenue they could have generated because ad space
went unsold. Further, some publishers (especially the smaller ones)may not
have sales teams big enough to sell out their entire inventory.

From the buyer (advertiser) side, the fragmentation of content on the
Internet means that the effort to find the right type of content on which to
run their ads is a more expensive exercise. When you buy an ad in
magazines like Cosmopolitan or Vogue or The Economist or Time, or on
TV in shows like 60 Minutes or The Walking Dead, you—as an adver-
tiser—can be relatively certain of the type of content that appears in those
magazines or on those TV shows and the type of people who will be
consuming that content. But when it comes to Internet publishers, other
than the very large brands, finding the right content and audience is a
much more complex exercise. Hence, the advent of the ad network.

An ad network is an online business that specializes in matching
advertisers to websites looking to host advertisements. Advertising net-
works work as brokers for both suppliers (sites with content that can host
ads) and buyers (the advertisers).9

Some examples of ad networks are Tribal Fusion, Specific Media,
Media.net, and Conversant.

The businessmodel for ad networks is one of arbitrage,where the network
makes money by pocketing the difference between what they pay to buy the

9 www.techopedia.com/definition/26590/advertising-network-ad-network.
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inventory from the publisher and the price at which they sell it to the
advertiser. This model results in a loss of transparency to the publisher
and theadvertiser and is sometimesnotacceptable to them.Afurtherproblem
with first-generation ad networks was that when the networks could not
monetize the inventory they had already bought, they resold it to other
networks to try and recoup their investment.Thismeant that therewere times
when an ad impression bounced around from network to network before it
was eventually monetized—and by that time its value was almost useless to
the advertiser and generated negligible revenue for the publisher. Systems
were designed to overcome this challenge and theywere called ad exchanges.

Ad exchanges are very similar to ad networks in that they comprise a
marketplace where buyers and sellers come together. The basic difference
between the two is that the exchange business model is more transparent,
and the buyer and the seller have full view into the full value of the
inventory being transacted. As a matter of fact, exchanges may even have
ad networks supplying inventory to the exchange marketplace for adver-
tisers to buy.10 Popular exchanges are Google Ad Exchange, Yahoo Ad
Platform, and Microsoft Advertising Exchange. These three Internet
behemoths built their exchanges by buying out pioneers in the online
advertising space. Yahoo! acquired Right Media in April 2007 for $680
million,11 Google bought DoubleClick in May 2007 for $3.1 billion12

(yes—that’s billion with a B!), and Microsoft bought a company called
AdECN13 in July 2007 for an undisclosed amount.14

Right Media was the pioneer in the ad exchange space. Right Media
started as an ad network in 2003, but by 2006, it had realized that the
mess of redirects (ad networks redirecting to other ad networks) and the
resulting inefficiencies needed to be fixed. An ad exchange allows the seller
to auction its inventory to the highest bidder through a single redirect. The
biggest advantage this offers is the transparency that comes with this

10 http://adage.com/article/special-report-ad-network-exchange-guide-2010/ad-
networks-exchanges-101/143310/.
11 http://techcrunch.com/2007/04/29/panama-not-enough-to-battle-google-yahoo-
acquires-rightmedia/.
12 www.nytimes.com/2007/04/14/technology/14DoubleClick.html.
13 www.marketwatch.com/story/microsoft-buys-online-ad-exchange-adecn-inc.
14 I wanted to list these numbers just to give you, the reader, an idea as to how much
the exchanges changed the online media world. The Big Three—Google, Microsoft,
and Yahoo!—were holding nothing back to get into the game and get into it fast!
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method of monetization and enhanced access to inventory. This greatly
increases efficiency for both publishers and advertisers.

As the market matured, advertisers came to demand more specialized
technologies that were focused solely on the buy-side interests (as opposed
to the typical networks and exchanges, which worked both the sell-side
and the buy-side). This gave birth to the demand-side platform (DSP).

Demand-side platforms are technological systems used to purchase adver-
tising in an automated fashion.15 They allow advertisers to buy impressions
across a range of publisher sites. DSPs use information such as location and
behavioral preferences to decide which impressions make the most sense for
an advertiser to buy and determine the right price to pay for those impres-
sions. This price is determined in a real-time auction using a technology
called real-time bidding (RTB) and eliminates the need for human negotia-
tion, since the impressions are simply auctioned to the highest bidder.16

DSPs work on behalf of the advertiser and provide transparency and
control to the advertiser, allowingmaximized return on ad spend (ROAS).
A good DSP maintains relationships with many supply sources through
networks and exchanges. The DSP makes that inventory available to the
advertiser, always working to help buy the inventory at the best possible
price. DataXu,MediaMath, and Turn are some of the better known DSPs
in the market today.

Digressing a little from the LUMAScape, a note about RTB is para-
mount when discussing online advertising. This is the technology that has
been responsible for radical changes in the way media is bought and sold.
Before the advent of RTB, media transactions required that the seller
make the inventory available and specify its attributes and that the buyer
make a predetermined offer for a given inventory depending on its
attributes. Three situations resulted.

1. Inventory value was predetermined (buyers decided what price they
wanted to pay for a certain URL, or context, and when that inventory
came up for sale, the price was paid).

2. Price optimization, if carried out, was done in an offline manner and
new prices were then preloaded. Buyers looked at performance metrics
to see what was working and what was not and manually changed the
price they wanted to pay for inventory based on their analysis.

15 http://digiday.com/platforms/wtf-demand-side-platform/.
16 Ibid.
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3. Discrepancies in inventory categorization came to light only post-
campaign, too late for the advertiser to do anything about it. A buyer
thought he was buying a user on a news site, but miscategorization
meant the inventory was actually from a sports site. The buyer would
find out about this only in post-campaign reporting and would have
to ask for adjustments. A sports site instead of a news site may not be
too far off base, but what if it was a porn site instead of the expected
news site? Even if the buyer does get a post-campaign adjustment, the
potential harm to the brand has already been done.

Real-time bidding changed all that.With the advent of RTB, technology
advertisers (working through DSPs) were able to see—in real time—
attributes of the user while on the page and decide how valuable that user
was to them. An appropriate bid was placed for the impression, taking
into account all the attributes that were available to use. For example,
Zappos might recognize that a user has previously been on its site looking
at a specific pair of shoes, and therefore might be prepared to pay more
than Amazon or Best Buy to serve ads to her. The price of impressions is
determined in real time, based onwhat buyers are willing to pay, hence the
name “real-time bidding.”17

Now that we understand what the RTB technology is all about, let us
come back to the platform that uses this technology.

With the proliferation of the DSPs, the ad tech scales had started to tilt
in favor of the advertiser. Advertisers had technology platforms working
for them and the publishers needed an advocate in their corner as well.
This was the reason for the development of the supply-side platform (SSP).

Supply-side platforms are the publisher equivalent of the DSP (Fig-
ure 2.3).18 Just as the DSPs are used by advertisers to buy inventory as
cheaply as possible, the SSPs are used by publishers to maximize the
revenue they can generate from their properties. They do this by connect-
ing publishers to as many demand sources as possible, thus increasing the
possible demand for their inventory and driving the best possible rates.19

SSPs work on behalf of the publisher. In addition to opening up their
inventory they also give publishers control mechanisms, such as the ability
to set price floors and decide which advertisers or channels they want to

17 http://digiday.com/platforms/what-is-real-time-bidding/.
18 http://digiday.com/platforms/wtf-supply-side-platform/.
19 Ibid.
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have access to their inventory and at what price.20 Pubmatic and Rubicon
are two of the better known SSPs that are helping publishers realize their
revenue goals. In addition to the platforms already discussed, there is
another piece of technology that is of great importance in today’s advertising
workflows: the data management platform (DMP).

Today’s marketing ecosystem is all about being able to find the right
consumer at the right time in the right place. The right time and the right
place are handled using RTB technology, but finding the right consumer
means having someway toorganize and collect information about the users
in an efficient, privacy-sensitive, and regulatory-compliant manner—and
then being able to effectively use that information when buying media.

A data management platform is a centralized technology system that
allows you to create target audiences based on a combination of in-depth
first-party and third-party audience data, accurately target campaigns to
these audiences across third-party ad networks and exchanges, and
measure with accuracy which campaigns performed the best across
segments and channels to refine media buys and ad creative over time.21

FIGURE 2.3 Buy-Side versus Sell-Side Platforms

20 Ibid.
21 www.bluekai.com/data-management-platform.php.
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In the simplest of senses, a DMP is a real-time database that allows you
to collect first-, second-, and third-party data across different channels,
analyze and visualize it to understand performance and other business
metrics, and further syndicate it to downstream systems to affect your
marketing programs (Figure 2.4).

FIGURE 2.4 DMP Sources and Uses
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The DMP is also the foundational platform that allows you to put the
data to interesting business uses. The DMP can feed into decisioning and
personalization engines to enable you to have individualized conversa-
tions with your customer. The data in the DMP can help generate insights
and drive models for attribution to help you get a better understanding of
what is working and what is not as you engage in complex marketing
programs. In short, the DMP is a repository, a platform that allows you to
have a unified, holistic view of your most prized asset—your data.

Advertiser-side DMPs allow advertisers to make more informed and
targeted buys, ensuring that their messages are reaching exactly the type of
users they want exposed. Publisher-side DMPs allow publishers to collect
information about site visitors and bundle this newly created data asset
with their inventory. This lets them charge premium prices for their
inventory, because advertisers are now privy to more information about
the media buy than they would have been without this data.

All these platforms working together make it possible for you to see the
ad you saw when you browsed the Internet just a little while ago. But, as
you can imagine, making the most effective use of these platforms—while
absolutely necessary for the successful and efficient running of online
marketing campaigns—is not an easy task.

THE IMPORTANCE OF DATA IN ONLINE ADVERTISING

Now that we’ve studied the data management platforms, a discussion of
the impact of data in this ecosystem will help you fully understand the
coming changes in the way media plans are being executed. Earlier in the
chapter, we discussed real-time bidding and the advantages it provides by
automating auctions and facilitating ways to determine the appropriate
value of an impression. But these advantages would be meaningless
without the data attributes associated with each impression.

An RTB system by itself would not know anything about the impres-
sion and, hence, would not be able to assign any value to it. It is the data
associated with the impression that lets the RTB algorithm determine its
value. RTB has brought the speed of automation to pricing and serving the
ad, but it is the data that has brought the precision and individualization
to targeting, making digital buys so much more effective.

The types of data collected can be very diverse, and the uses of this data
are myriad. We can study technographic data that is exposed by the
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browsers and the devices being used, geographic data by parsing out the
IP address fromwhich the user is coming, contextual data as gleaned from
the content of the page, or intent data as gathered from users’ search terms
and keywords. But the most interesting and widely used of all the data
types—and the one that is responsible for the ability to target a specific
type of individual for a specific marketing campaign—is what is known as
behavioral data. This data type makes audience targeting possible and
online advertising so much more effective. Behavioral targeting is said to
be more than twice as effective as non-behaviorally targeted advertising.22

In the early days of digital advertising, advertisers used sites as a proxy
for audience. If you wanted to target men, you advertised on ESPN.com.
But as technology matured, it became possible to keep track of these users
as they moved around the Internet. You could, in theory, find men even
when they were not on ESPN.com because they had been to ESPN.com at
some time in the past and you tracked them from there on. Nowadays,

FIGURE 2.5 The User Data EcosystemMap∗

∗Replicated by BlueKai in logo format.
Source: Adapted with permission from BCG Perspectives, “The Evolution of
Online-User Data,” Report, January 2012.

22 www.networkadvertising.org/pdfs/Beales_NAI_Study.pdf.
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vendors known as data providers capture this browsing behavior data
across Internet sites, package it, and sell it to advertisers that use it to
target users in their campaigns (Figure 2.5). The data ecosystem is almost
as complicated as the digital marketing LUMAScape itself!23

The net effect of collecting this immense variety of data and making
inferences from it is the increased complexity in data packaging and its
use. Audiences can now be sliced and diced in so many specific and
complex ways that you can sabotage your results by targeting so precisely
that the number of individuals you end up with is too small to run an
effective campaign against.

If used properly, data can work wonders for an online campaign, but if
left unchecked or in the hands of someone inexperienced, it can wreck a
campaign. How the data affects your campaign is a function of how you
use it, but what is always true now is that there is another intermediary—
the data vendor—who plays an important role in your ad operations
workflow.

THE WAY THE MONEY FLOWS

With an understanding of the players in this ecosystem and how they work
together, we need to focus on the root objective of all this. Or, in the words
of Jerry Maguire’s client, Rod Tidwell, “Show me the money!”

While each of these players performs a role that is critical for the end-to-
end functioning of our media plans, the reality is that putting so many
intermediaries in play causes erosion in the economics of the system.
According to one accepted analysis,24 of every $5.00 that is spent by an
advertiser, the publisher—on whose property the ad is shown—only
realizes about $1.80. Why is this?

In the early days, the days of less complex systems, advertisers would use
an agency to buy from a publisher. The costs in this workflow were the fees
charged by the agency and that was pretty much it. (We’ll ignore the
technology cost of the ad servers on the publisher and the advertiser side
since they are essentiallyworking directly for the publisher and the advertiser

23 www.rtbchina.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/02/User-Data-Ecosystem.png.
24 www.slideshare.net/tkawaja/terence-kawajas-iab-networks-and-exchanges-keynote.
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andare, therefore, not addedcosts.) If theagencychargeda10percentagency
fee, the publisher would receive $4.50 for each $5.00 spent.

As the complexity increased with the advent of ad networks, interme-
diaries came into play. The ad networks now took a piece of the pie, as did
some of the other services that came alongwith the networks—services like
campaign analytics. (Now that you had the intermediaries, you needed
other intermediaries to help you track the spend across the intermediaries!)
Of the advertiser’s initial $5.00 spend, $0.50 went to the agency (the
10 percent agency fee), the ad networks kept about $2.00, and the tech fee
for the intermediarieswould account for another $0.10or so.Thepublisher
now recognized $2.40 of the $5.00 spent by the advertiser.

And then we made it even more complex with the DSPs, the exchanges,
the SSPs, and, if you look at the LUMAScape diagram, you’ll see the
creative optimizers, the data providers, the ad verification companies, and
so on. Even the simplest of this complex workflow now had multiple
intermediaries in play. The publisher payout began to look something like
the diagram in Figure 2.6.

FIGURE 2.6 Ad Revenue Breakdowns
Source: www.slideshare.net/tkawaja/terence-kawajas-iab-networks-and-
exchanges-keynote.
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In this chapter, we called out only the very few boxes from the
LUMAScape diagram in Figure 2.1 that we feel are critical to the online
advertising workflow. A full detail of these featured boxes, and even a
partial discussion of all the LUMAScape boxes, would be a book
in itself!

The point to note is that today’s marketer must understand these
platforms and know how—and in what combination—to use them.
It’s at the heart of becoming a Platform Marketer.
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